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Abstract: We compare the performances of the 0/π-phase-shifted SSFBG 
(0/π-SSFBG) and the ± π/2-phase-shifted SSFBG (± π/2-SSFBG) 
en/decoders in the three aspects: the security, coding and system 
performances. In terms of the security performance, we evaluate the security 
performance by the investigation on the encoded waveform of both 
encoders. We also propose and demonstrate the code extraction technique 
for the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder when input pulse has large pulse width. Then, 
we analyze the coding performance of these two kinds of en/decoders by the 
calculation of autocorrelation and cross-correlation with sets of 31-chip, 63-
chip and 127-chip Gold codes. Furthermore, we propose and demonstrate 
the hybrid use of both en/decoders. To demonstrate the performance of both 
en/decoders and the hybrid use in the different systems, we employ four 31-
chip 640 Gchip/s 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the 4-user 
10 Gbps/user on-off keying and differential phase-shift keying OCDMA 
systems. 
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1. Introduction 

In the optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) system, optical coding (OC) devices 
are the crucial components for code generation and recognition. Many OC devices are 
proposed for the OCDMA system, such as arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [1,2], fiber 
Bragg grating (FBG) [3–6] and microring resonator (MRR) [7]. Among these OC devices, 
FBG can be employed in both the coherent and incoherent OCDMA systems for the temporal 
or spectral phase coding with the advantages of low insertion loss, high compactness, 
polarization independent performance and low cost. In the coherent time-spreading OCDMA 
system, superstructured FBG (SSFBG) is applied for the phase coding, which is capable to 
generate ultra-long code with ultra-high chip rate [4,8–10]. 

Typically, 0/π-phase-shifted SSFBG (0/π-SSFBG) en/decoder, which has the structure of 0 
or π phase shift between adjacent chips, is used for the temporal binary phase coding. 
However, the security vulnerability of the 0/π-SSFBG encoder has been revealed [11,12]. The 
cancellation of the adjacent chips, due to the π phase shift, resulting in a dip, implies the 
vulnerable regularity in the encoded waveform. Based on this regularity, in the single-user 
system, eavesdroppers can easily extract the code sequence from the encoded waveform. 
Using ± π/2-phase-shifted SSFBG ( ± π/2-SSFBG) en/decoder was proposed for the 
uniformity of the encoded waveform with different code patterns and to improve the security 
[12,13]. The ± π/2-SSFBG has the phase shift of either + π/2 or –π/2 between adjacent chips, 
subject to the code pattern. ± π/2-SSFBG encoder provides uniform encoded waveform, 
which is regardless of code pattern, significantly enhancing the security. 

In this paper, we compare the security, coding and system performances of the 0/π-SSFBG 
and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders. In the Section II, we demonstrate the encoded waveforms of 
both 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG encoders to evaluate the security performance. We also 
study the influence of the input pulse over the encoded waveform of the ± π/2-SSFBG 
encoder and summarize the code extraction technique for the case that input pulse has large 
pulse width. Next, in the Section III, we analyze the coding performances of these two kinds 
of en/decoders and the hybrid use of them. In the Section IV, we introduce the experimental 
demonstration of the performances of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders and the 
hybrid use of both en/decoders in the on-off keying (OOK) and differential phase-shift keying 
(DPSK) OCDMA systems. 
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2. Security performance 

2.1 Security improvement 

We develop a set of different gratings to test the performances, as tabulated in the Table 1. 
Four pairs of 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders with two same code sequences have 
the chip length of 0.156 mm, corresponding to the chip duration of 1.56 ps, and other two 
pairs of en/decoders have the chip length of 0.5 mm. 31-chip gold codes are used as the code 
patterns. 

Table 1. Different SSFBG En/Decoder Used in the Experiment 

Grating Type 
Code 

Sequence 
Chip Length 

(mm) 

CG1:CG1* 0/π-SSFBG Gold code 1 0.156 

CG2:CG2* 0/π-SSFBG Gold code 2 0.156 

NG1:NG1* 
 ± π/2-

SSFBG 
Gold code 1 0.156 

NG2:NG2* 
 ± π/2-

SSFBG 
Gold code 2 0.156 

CG5:CG5* 0/π-SSFBG Gold code 2 0.5 

NG5:NG5* 
 ± π/2-

SSFBG 
Gold code 2 0.5 

* indicates the decoder 

 

Fig. 1. Encoded waveforms of 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG encoders with different chip 
durations (a) CG1 and (b) NG1. 
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Fig. 2. Encoded waveforms of 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG encoders with different chip 
durations (a) CG5 and (b) NG5. 

In the experiment, we generate the Gaussian shaped optical pulse with the pulse width of 1 
ps (FWHM) and launch into the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG encoders (CG1 and NG1) to 
investigate the security of the encoded waveforms, as shown in the Fig. 1. The calculated 
results are also shown above the experimental results. The measured waveforms fit the 
calculated results well. Dips can be easily found in the waveform encoded by the 0/π-SSFBG 
encoder. The existence of the dips hints the π phase shifts in the code pattern and results in the 
vulnerable regularity, based on which the thirty phase shifts can be determined. Then, the 
whole code sequence can be extracted accordingly. In the Fig. 1(b), 31 chips exhibit same 
peaks and valleys and no regularity can be found in the encoded waveform, which improves 
the security of the encoding. 

To investigate the encoded waveform for different codes and chip length, we inject a 2.8 
ps (FWHM) Gaussian shaped pulse into CG5 and NG5 encoders, whose chip duration are 5 
ps. Due to the limited scope (100 ps) of the sampling oscilloscope, we use the Mach-Zehnder 
intensity modulation (IM) to truncate the encoded waveforms to the first 20 chips, which are 
shown together with the calculated results in the Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). The decline at the end of 
the encoded waveforms is resulted from the truncation. The fluctuation in the encoded 
waveform of the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder is resulted from the error in the grating fabrication. 
Eavesdroppers can easily extract the code sequence from the encoded waveform of the 0/π-
SSFBG encoder. However, it is hard for eavesdroppers to figure out the code sequence used in 
the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder. 

The ± π/2-SSFBG encoder conceals the code sequences well in the uniform encoded 
waveform, significantly improving the security of the coding. It is worth noting that [14] 
presented quaternary phase coding gratings, which also included ± π/2 phase shifts. But the ± 
π/2 phase shifts in these gratings are part of the quaternary code and contain the code 
information, so the code pattern could be partially extracted, while the phase shifts in the 
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proposed ± π/2-SSFBG are independent of code and undistinguishable in the encoded 
waveform. In this paper, we only focus on the binary phase coding gratings. 

2.2 Influence of input pulse 

The vulnerable regularity in the encoded waveform of the 0/π-SSFBG encoder is related to the 
structure of the encoder, which is independent of the input pulse. However, it has been found 
that the input pulse has the influence over the encoded waveform of the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder 
[12]. The intensity of the pulse reflected from the subgrating is variable with the change of the 
input pulse width, since neighboring reflected pulses have some influence over the middle 
one. When the chip duration of the ± π/2-SSFBG is fixed, with the increase of the pulse width, 
the reflected pulse within two different phase shifts grows, while that within same phase shifts 
decays relatively. 

Apparently, an eavesdropper can utilize the relationship between the disparity of reflected 
pulse and phase shift to find out the code pattern. We summarize the code extraction 
technique for the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder as follows. 

1) Partition the encoded waveform into N sections, where N is the number of chips. 

2) Determine the intensity levels for the raised and decayed pulses, IR and ID and set the 
extraction level, IE = (IR + ID)/2. 

3) Assume the first phase shift to be + π/2 or –π/2. The assumption will result in two non-
equivalent code sequences extracted from the waveform. 

 

Fig. 3. Demonstration of code extraction technique for the ± π/2-SSFBG encoders (a) NG1 and 
(b) NG2. 
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4) Derive the next phase shift. If the intensity of next reflected pulse is above the 
extraction level, the next phase shift is different from the previous one, and vice 
versa. 

5) Repeat Step 4 until all phase shifts are found. 

6) Set the code in the first chip as mark „1‟. 

7) Find out the code in the next chip. If the phase shift is + π/2, the next code is same as 
the previous one, and it is different when the phase shift is –π/2 

8) Repeat Step 7 until the whole code sequence is found. 

9) Two code sequences are obtained due to the assumption of the first phase shift. To 
ascertain the real code sequence, decode the encoded signal with one code sequence. 
If the trial code sequence is the correct one, an autocorrelation peak can be observed. 

To demonstrate the code extraction technique for the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder, we launch a 1.7 
ps (FWHM) Gaussian shaped optical pulse into the encoders (NG1 and NG2). In the encoded 
waveforms, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the reflected pulses have different intensities. In the code 
extraction process, the chip positions are firstly located and the intensity levels of the raised 
and decayed pulses are estimated, from which the extraction level IE is calculated. Then two 
groups of phase shift can be obtained. According to the two groups of phase shift, two non-
equivalent code sequences are found. The two code sequences can generate the same 
waveform and the real one is not distinguishable from the encoded waveform. To confirm the 
real code sequence, the eavesdropper has to fabricate an SSFBG decoder to perform 
autocorrelation. Only the decoder with the real code sequence can generate the 
autocorrelation. 

By comparison, the 0/π-SSFBG encoder cannot provide security in substance, since the 
eavesdropper can always find the dips in the encoded waveform and extract the code 
sequence, while the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder can conceal the code pattern well in the encoded 
waveform and guarantee the security by nature. In the case of the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder, 
theoretically, the discrepancy between the reflected pulses is reduced with the decrease of the 
input pulse width [12]. For example, when the input pulse width is half of the grating chip 
duration, the discrepancy is smaller than 0.1 dB. In the practical situation, the discrepancy can 
be neglected with the existence of fabrication error, system noise and transmission distortion, 
and the security can be ensured. In the case of Fig. 1(b), the input pulse width is 1 ps and the ± 
π/2-SSFBG has the chip duration of 1.56 ps. According to the theoretical calculation, the 
discrepancy is 0.35 dB. However, it is difficult to distinguish the raised and decayed pulses 
and tell the discrepancy. The extraction method is infeasible in the practical system when 
short input pulse is used and therefore the security can be guaranteed. 

3. Coding performance 

Besides the security performance, we also investigate the coding performance of both 0/π-
SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders by evaluating the ratio of autocorrelation intensity 
peak over the maximum wing level (P/W) and to the maximum cross-correlation level (P/C). 
In our calculation, the SSFBG en/decoder has the chip duration of 1.56 ps and the input pulse 
has the pulse width of 1 ps. Subsets of 31-chip, 63-chip and 127-chip Gold codes are used. 

Table 2. Average Values of Auto- and Crosscorrelation for Different En/decoder and 
Chip Length 

En/decoder 
31-chip 63-chip 127-chip 

P/W P/C P/W P/C P/W P/C 

0/π-SSFBG 13.02 8.17 16.63 11.81 32.25 29.10 

 ± π/2-SSFBG 13.05 8.34 16.58 12.03 32.46 29.36 

Hybrid use  10.79  20.42  32.27 
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Figure 4 illustrates the superimposed normal density of P/W for three different code lengths 
and the average values are listed in the Table 2. The ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoder has the similar 
autocorrelation performance as the 0/π-SSFBG en/decoder. With the increase of the code 
length, the autocorrelation performance of both en/decoders improves and the code capacity 
expands. Compared to the 31-chip and 63-chip cases, the en/decoders using 127-chip Gold 
code has much better performance. 

 

Fig. 4. Autocorrelation of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders with 31-chip, 63-chip 
and 127-chip Gold code. 

 

Fig. 5. Cross-correlation of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders and the hybrid use 
with (a) 31-chip, (b) 63-chip and (c) 127-chip Gold code. 
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The cross-correlation performance is depicted in Fig. 5 using the gray scale format, where 
brightness states the P/C value. In the bottom-left and top-right box, the cross-correlation 
performances of 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders are illustrated. According to the 
brightness, the ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoder presents the same cross-correlation performance as 
the 0/π-SSFBG en/decoder. The increased brightness and density with the different code 
length indicate the better performance and the larger code capacity. 

 

Fig. 6. Measured and calculated correlation of 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders. 

Furthermore, we analyze the hybrid use of both en/decoders, i.e. 0/π-SSFBG encoder to ± 
π/2-SSFBG decoder and ± π/2-SSFBG encoder to 0/π-SSFBG decoder, whose cross-
correlation performance is exhibited within the top-left and bottom-right box in Fig. 5. The 
average P/C values are tabulated in the Table 2. In the hybrid use, the sidelobes of the cross-
correlation is low, which results in high P/C values. Due to the good cross-correlation 
performance of hybrid use, it guarantees that ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoder can be used together 
with 0/π-SSFBG en/decoder in the same system. 

We measure the coding performance of the fabricated en/decoders. In the experiment, a 1 
ps Gaussian shaped optical pulse was launched into the encoder and the decoder followed the 
encoder directly. Both measured and calculated decoded waveforms are shown in Fig. 6. The 
decoded waveforms of 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders are in the top-left and 
bottom-right box and the waveforms of the hybrid use is in the bottom-left and top-right box. 
An autocorrelation high peak is generated, if the decoder matches the encoder. Otherwise, a 
cross-correlation low power signal is produced. The hybrid use of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-
SSFBG en/decoders also leads to the low power level cross-correlation. The P/W and P/C are 
all larger than 7. The good correlation guarantees the coding performance of both en/decoders 
and promises the hybrid use of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders. 

The code recognition in SSFBG is aperiodic correlation, but the code sets used in the 
OCDMA system are designed for good periodic correlation properties. The number of codes 
with good aperiodic correlation is limited [8]. The hybrid use of both kinds of en/decoders is 
capable of reusing the same codes. According to our calculation and experimental 
measurement, even though 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders use the same code, they 
still perform good cross-correlation. It allows the same code being used twice in the same 
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system. Therefore, the hybrid use makes it possible to enlarge the number of the available 
codes. 

4. System performance 

4.1 2-user 10Gbps/user OOK-OCDMA system 

To investigate the performances of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the 
system, we placed the en/decoders in a 2-user OOK-OCDMA system. The experimental setup 
is shown in Fig. 7. The mode locked laser diode (MLLD) generated a Gaussian shaped pulse 
train with the pulse width of 2.3 ps (FWHM) at a repetition rate of 10 GHz, spectrally 
centered at 1563 nm. After a 2 km dispersion flattened fiber (DFF) and a 7.5 nm band-pass 
filter (BPF), the pulse width was compressed to 1 ps. The pulse train was modulated with the 
2

15
–1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) data by the IM. The modulated pulse train was split 

into two arms. Two 0/π-SSFBG encoders (CG1 and CG2) or two ± π/2-SSFBG encoders 
(NG1 and NG2) were applied for the encoding. A 20 m single mode fiber (SMF) was added 
for de-coherence and an attenuator was used to balance the power of the encoded signals in 
the both arms. Then the encoded signals were combined for decoding. In the decoding section, 
corresponding decoder was used. 

 

Fig. 7. Experimental setup of 2-user OOK-OCDMA system and measured waveforms and eye 
diagrams. 

 

Fig. 8. BER performance of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the OOK-
OCDMA system. 

The bit-error-rate (BER) measurement against the received power is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Both 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders achieve the error-free (BER<10-9). Relative 
to the single-user OOK-OCDMA system, the 2-user system has about 3 dB power penalty, 
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which is resulted from the multiple access interference (MAI) [15]. Compared to the 0/π-
SSFBG en/decoder, ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoder has equally good performance in the system. 

4.2 4-user 10Gbps/user OOK-OCDMA system with hybrid use of 0/π- and ± π/2-SSFBG 
en/decoders 

 

Fig. 9. Experimental setup of 4-user OOK-OCDMA system with hybrid use of en/decoders and 
measured waveforms and eye diagrams. 

To investigate the hybrid use of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the same 
system, we modified the experimental setup according to Fig. 9. Two 0/π-SSFBG encoders 
and two ± π/2-SSFBG encoders were simultaneously utilized for the encoding. The encoded 
signals were multiplexed to generate the 4-user OOK-OCDMA signals, which exhibited as 
noise-like waveforms, as shown in the inset Fig. 9(i). In the receiving side, four decoders were 
used one by one to decode the multiplexed signal. When the decoder matched the encoder, the 
target signals were recovered into the high intensity peaks and the signals from other users 
resulted in the MAI noise, as illustrated in the inset Fig. 9(ii). To suppress the interference 
from other users, the super-continuum (SC) based optical thresholding was adopted, which 
consisted of an amplifier, a 2000 m DFF and a 5 nm BPF with the center wavelength of 1554 
nm [16]. The MAI was efficiently removed by the optical thresholding (see inset Fig. 9(iii)). 
Clear eye diagrams for four users could be observed. The BER of four users is also depicted 
in Fig. 8. Compared to the single-user system, the four-user system causes about 7 dB power 
penalty at the BER of 10-9. The 10-9 BER of four users confirms the feasibility of the hybrid 
use of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders. 

4.3 4-user 10Gbps/user DPSK-OCDMA system with hybrid use of 0/π- and ± π/2-SSFBG 
en/decoders 

We also study the performance of the en/decoders in the 4-user 10Gbps/user DPSK-OCDMA 
system with the optical time gating detection, whose experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10. 
The pulse train from the SC source was divided into two branches. One was filtered at 1550.8 
nm and modulated with the 2

15
–1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) data by the phase 

modulator (PM). The modulated pulse train was divided into four arms for encoding and 
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combined to generate the 4-user DPSK-OCDMA signals. At the receiver, the multiplexed 
signals were decoded by the corresponding decoders, followed by the optical time gating 
detection. Optical time gating is capable to efficiently remove the MAI noise in an OCDMA 
system [17–19]. In the optical time gating section, the decoded signals were combined by a 3 
dB coupler with the pump pulses, which were from another branch of the SC source and 
filtered at 1563 nm. The combined signals were launched into the highly nonlinear fiber 
(HNLF) for four-wave mixing (FWM). A 5 nm filter centered at 1574 nm passed the target 
signals. After the time gating, the MAI was mitigated and the target signals were detected by 
the balanced photodetector. 

 

Fig. 10. Experimental setup of 4-user DPSK-OCDMA system with hybrid use of en/decoders 
and measured waveforms and eye diagrams. 

 

Fig. 11. Measured waveforms and eye diagrams in the 4-user DPSK-OCDMA system. 
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Fig. 12. BER performance of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the DPSK-
OCDMA system. 

The measured waveforms at different points of the experiment are illustrated in the Fig. 
11. The encoded waveforms of the 0/π-SSFBG encoders are distinguishable, while the 
waveforms encoded by the ± π/2-SSFBG encoders have the uniform shapes, as shown in Fig. 
11(a). Comparing the waveforms in Fig. 11(c) with those in Fig. 11(d), we can see that the 
MAI can be well suppressed by means of the time gating. Clear open eye diagrams can be 
obtained after the balanced detection, shown in Fig. 11(e). Figure 12 shows the BER 
performance for the hybrid use of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the 
DPSK-OCDMA system. Error-free has been achieved for all the four users and the 4-user 
system has a 6 dB power penalty compared to the single-user system. The ± π/2-SSFBG 
en/decoder performs as well as the 0/π-SSFBG en/decoder. The error-free achieved in the 
experiment promises that the hybrid use of both en/decoders is also feasible in the phase 
modulated system. 

5. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated the security performance of both 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG 
en/decoders. The existence of dips in the encoded waveform of 0/π-SSFBG encoder makes it 
easy for eavesdroppers to extract the code sequence, while the uniform waveform encoded by 
the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder significantly improves the security. We also have analyzed the 
influence of the input pulse over the encoded waveform of the ± π/2-SSFBG encoder and 
discussed the code extraction technique when the input pulse has large pulse width. We 
emphasize that the short input pulse is a key point to guarantee the security. 

In the aspect of the coding performance, we have theoretically calculated the correlation 
performance of both en/decoders with 31-chip, 63-chip and 127-chip Gold codes. The ± π/2-
SSFBG en/decoder exhibits as good performance as the 0/π-SSFBG en/decoder does. 
Importantly, we have proposed the hybrid use of both en/decoders and investigated its coding 
performance. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the coding performance of four fabricated 
31-chip 640 Gchip/s 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders. The good correlation 
performance of the hybrid use ensures the reutilization of the available codes in the same code 
space. 

In addition, we have carried out proof of principle experiments to investigate the 
performance of the 0/π-SSFBG and ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoders in the multi-user OOK- and 
DPSK-OCDMA systems. The achieved error-free transmissions in different systems confirm 
the acceptable performances of the ± π/2-SSFBG en/decoder and the hybrid use of both 
en/decoders. 
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